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WYNONIE HARRIS
(Atco 6081)
m “DESTINATION LOVE” (1:50)

All If4* [Tiger BMI — Leiber, Stoller]

Wynonie Harries makes his debut on

f Atco a powerful hunk of material

that has been done in pop by The
Four Coins. The reading is strong,

t Harris lends it a spirited treatment,

1 swinging all the way. The best thing

J Harris has done in,years and it could

happen.

1 » “TELL A WHALE OF A TALE”
® (2:16) [Progressive BMI—Miller,

Smith] Harris shouts a slow beat
blues in excellent fashion. Another
good deck for the wailer. Dramatic
treatment. Good programming.

THE SENSATIONS
(Atco 6083)

p ,
“LITTLE WALLFLOWER”

© ' (2:03) [Raleigh BMI — Oliver
Hall] Yvonne Mills and The Sensa-
tions blend beautifully on a slow,

lilting pretty. The story of the gal

who would rather just sit alone than
dance with any one other than the
one and only is told with appealing
effect. Good deck. Bears watching.

B
“SUCH A LOVE” (2:02) [Prog-
ressive BMI—Winfield Scott] The

Sensations drift through a slow ro-

mantic ballad with a soft on the ears
sound. Pleasing coupler.

THE FLAMINGOS
(Checker 853)

B . “JUST FOR A KICK” (2:31)
8' [Arc BMI—Z. Carey] The Fla-

mingos do up an interesting package
that combines the current sound and
the sound of a couple of generations
ago. The really strong section of the

recording is the slow, ballad blues
wailing that comes of great. Should
get good airplay and sales response.

B
“WOULD l‘BE CRYING” (2:38)
[Snapper BMI— G. Moore] An-

other “Rock, Rock, Rock” tune that
should get a big assist from the flic.

Slow ballad blues that comes off a
pretty waxing. Not as strong as “Just
For A Kick”.

THE CUFF LINKS
(Dootone 409)

B .“GUIDED MISSILES” (2:40)® '"[Dootsie Williams BMI— Alfred
Gaitwood] The Cuff Links team on a
slow ballad pretty. The love song
is delicately and effectively treated.
Light swing and good harmony. Deck
could happen.

B
“MY HEART” (2:41) [Dootsie
Williams BMI—Alfred Gaitwood]

The Cuff Links back with a cpiick

beat jump that comes off ok but not
outstanding. Good second side.

HAROLD III HIJACK
(Cobra 5004)

B “YOU EAT TOO MUCH” (2:35)
[Armel BMI—Burrage] Burrage

shouts a slow rocking story of the gal
who “eats too much”. Torrid orking
accompanies the strident vocal,

f* . “ONE MORE DANCE” (2:40)
[Armel BMI—Dixon] Harold Bur-

rage chants a middle beat bouncer.
Material not as strong as the vocal
reading.

EDDIE HOPE & MANISH BOYS
(Marlin 804)

ft “LOST CHILD” (2:05) [Sherlyn
BMI— McArthur] Eddie Hope

and Manish Boys dish up a- middle
beat blues with a deep south flavor.
Hope and. his group turn in a good
performance and the deck could get
a good reception in the down home
areas.

fa, “A FOOL NO MORE” (2:15)
[Sherlyn BMI—McArthur] Sim-

ilar type offering and similar com-
ments.
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‘IT’S TOO LATE BROTHER” (2:30)
[Arc BMI—A1 Duncan]

“TAKE ME BACK” (2:31)
[Arc BMI—Walter Jacobs]

LITTLE WALTER
(Checker 852)

® Little Walter rocks out a middle

beat jump that has stood the test

of time and gives it his unique

flavoring. “It’s Too Late Brother”

is a good wailing number with an
exciting feeling the Walter fans

will like. Deck is already being

reported and it looks like Little

Walter is headed back towards

those charts. The flip, “Take Me
Back”, is a “slow rhythmic down
home blues in which the Little

Walter vocaling and harmonica
playing provide the something
extra. Good coupler that strength-
ens the release, but for the charts
it’s “It’s Too Late Brother”.

“JUST TO BE WITH YOU” (2:40)
[Arc BMI—B. Roth]

“I GOT TO FIND MY BABY” (2:35)
[Arc BMI—M. Morganfield]

MUDDY WATERS
(Chess 1644)

® There’s nothing Muddy Waters
wouldn’t do just to be with his

baby, and in no uncertain terms

he chants the slow beat blues tell-

ing her in detail just what he

would do. “Just To Be With You”
is another Muddy Waters ‘best

seller’. The down home shouter

gives it every trick he knows and

the deck comes out another Chess

hit. Watch it very carefully. The
flip, “I Got To Find My Baby”, is

a middle beat rhythm ditty that
is another Waters goodie. Deck is

most appealing, but slightly be-
hind “Just To Be With You” for
overall effectiveness.

“SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY BLUES” (2:35)
[E. W. Morris ASCAP—Green, Brown, Homer]

“MY LOVE, YOUR LOVE” (1:53)
[Progressive BMI—Renald Richard]

LEONARD CARBO
(Atlantic 1119)

V Leonard Carbo, newcomer to

the Atlantic label, makes his bow
with two strong sides, tho we like

the meatier “Sentimental Journey
Blues”. The arrangements has a

group singing “Sentimental Jour-

ney” in back of Carbo’s slow, shuf-

fling “Sentimental Journey Blues”.

The treatment makes it very effec-

tive and Carbo’s top-flight vocaling

is showcased beautifully. This is

the sleeper of the Atlantic newest
quartet of releases. We feel it is

too strong to be overlooked. Give
it a good, long listen. The flip, “My
Love, A our Love”, is a gay, spright-
ly uptempo ditty that Carbo sings
with one eye on the pop market. A
delightful, tuneful offering that will
please—BUT we like “Sentimental
Journey Blues”.
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THE NUTMEGS
(Herald 492)

n . “COMIN’ HOME” (2:28) [Abgel
U+ BMI— Griffin, Tyson] The Nut-
megs drive a vivacious rocker with
a catchy vocal gimmick that could
get the side off in good style. The
Nutmegs sock out the lively deck with
sparkling drive. Watch this one very
closely. It could be a strong contender
for the charts.

B
“A LOVE SO TRUE” (2:45)
[Angel BMI — Griffin] The Nut-

megs bounce lightly through a slow
beat, rhythmic ballad in good style.

The group teams nicely and the over-
all effect is good.

WALLY FUTCH
(Chart 632)

B
“MY BABY’S COMIN’ HOME”
(2:23) [Pelican BMI—Thompson,

Stone] Wally Futch shouts out a mid-
dle beat rocker with a happy delivery.
Futch sings with feeling and the gen-
eral effect of the deck is good. The
tune skips with a lighthearted lilt.

Ok deck.

B “SHE LOVES ME SO” (2:15)
[Pelican BMI—Thompson, Stone]

Futch backs with a warm and expres-
sive reading of a slow beat love blues.
Futch is a talented singer who bears
watching. Another good deck.

LULA REED
(King 4996)

B
“EVERY SECOND” (2:08) [R-T
BMI—Toombs, Glover] Lula Reed

rocks a middle beat story of wanting
a man all her own who’ll love her
and be at her side all the time. Gal
wails a good blues. Potent side.

B
“WASTE NO MORE TEARS”
(2:45) [Jay & Cee BMI—Sonny

Thompson] Lula Reed sings a slow
beat moving blues. Simple blues with
a simple instrumental backing. Good
coupling.

THE RAIN DROPS
(Spin It 104)

B
“(I FOUND) HEAVEN IN
LOVE” (2:56) [Denis Music

BMI—Nathanial McCoy, Jr.] The
Rain Drops wail forcefully on a slow,
rhythmic bouncer ballad. Group works
together effectively and the wax comes
off a strong one. Jockeys will find it

something to program.

B
“I PRAYED FOR GOLD” (2:42)
[Denis BMI— Nick Therry] The

Rain Drops bounce in sprightly
fashion through a melodic pop-r & b
bouncer. Light hearted, romantic wax
that pleases. Ok deck.

THE JAY NETTS
(J & S 1765)

B “WHERE ARE YOU TONIGHT”
(2:46) [Zell’s Music—Z. Sanders]

The Jay Netts blend on a slow beat
ballad pretty, and come off with a fair
job.

P ,
“I WANTED TO BE FREE”

v’T'(2:44) [Zell’s Music—Z. Sanders,
J. Washington] The Jay Netts turn
in an ok effort on a slow beat rhythm
ballad. The group swings lightly on
the romantic item. Ok coupler.

KING PLEASURE
(Aladdin 3352)

P. “AT YOUR BECK AND CALL”
(2:22) [ABC ASCAP—Buck, De-

Lange] King Pleasure sings a pop
styled ditty pretty. Fair wax that is
aimed at the middle market.

P “I’M IN THE MOOD FOR^ ' LOVE” (2:43) [Robbins ASCAP—Jimmy McHugh] King Pleasure
comes through with the usual Pleasure
vocaling. Pleasure handles the stand-
ard with his bon styling and the deck
will appeal to the particular audience
who get their kicks from this kind
of treatment.
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